Professional

STATE-OF-THE-ART

Videomax has deployed the finest
equipment available to power our
video editing operations. Each
computer system is custom
specified and hand built by our
own personnel. Video editing,
graphics creation, and visual
effects processing, require serious
horsepower. Over the years, we
have perfected our infrustucture
to include the cutting edge tools
necessary to allow for limitless
creativity. This enables Videomax
to consistantly produce media
products of the highest quality.

TALENTED PERSONNEL

The Videomax team is made
up of seasoned professionals.
Our editors and design artists
come from many areas of the
entertainment industry. Their
cumulative talents and experience
is unmatched in this arena. If
you are looking for the best of the
best, look no further. Our people
will work hard to make your
project a success.

VIDEO EDITING
SERVICES

CREATIVE SOLUTIONS

Powered by the Adobe Creative
Cloud Suite, Videomax has an
arsenal of tools at our disposal.
We can take your project to new
heights. By pairing a variety
of workflow solutions, we can
complete any project in an
efficient, professional and cost
effective manner.

MOBILE EDITING

We can come to you! Have
a project that requires on-site
video editing? No problem!
Videomax offers mobile editing
equipment that can travel down
the street or around the world.
All of our equipment can safely
be transported in TSA friendly
cases. Our software and
hardware packages enable video
content to be processed and
created virtually anywhere.

SERVICES
Video Editing

HD, UHD, 4K, 8K quality.
Custom video creation for
broadcast, web or media
distribution. Hourly or flat rate
per project pricing available.

Custom Graphics

Logo creation, resoration and
custom titles for video, web or
print. Many fonts, colors and
styles to choose from.

Animaions and VFX

Motion graphics and digital video
effects creation. Explainer and
product illustrations. Virtual
reality content creation.

Custom Music and VO

Quality Audio / Video Creations
Phone: 805-498-3797
Email: info@videomax.net
Web: www.videomax.net

Music creation and editing to
enhance any project. Royalty
free tracks. Many styles and
genres to choose from. Custom
voice-over recording.

YouTube Hosting

Upload and streaming. Web
video optomization for computer,
tablet and mobile devices.

